Abstract-In this paper, we propose a distributed control law to maintain the combinatorial rigidity of a multi-agent system in the plane, when interaction is proximity-limited. Motivated by the generic properties of rigidity as a function of the underlying network graph, local link addition and deletion rules are proposed that preserve combinatorial rigidity through agent mobility. Specifically, redundancy of network links over local subgraphs allows the determination of topological transitions that preserve rigidity. It is shown that local redundancy of a network link is sufficient for global redundancy, and thus applying minimal communication, and computation that scales like O(n 2 ), the generic topological rigidity of a network can be preserved.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on controlling the rigidity property of a mobile multi-agent network. Rigidity is an under-investigated topic in multi-agent control that has deep implications particularly in collective motion. For example, in formation control rigidity plays a vital role in guaranteeing stabilization using only relative inter-agent information [1] as well as for the estimation of the multi-agent network centroid [2] . In localization tasks rigidity is also of fundamental importance as it is necessary in allowing relative sensing agents to establish common frames [3] .
The study of rigidity has a rich history in various areas of engineering, science, and mathematics [4] - [6] . In terms of rigidity control in multi-agent networks, [7] and [1] exploit combinatorial rigidity to define node-wise operations for switching between formations while preserving rigidity, however without explicit agent control. In [8] a centralized method for constructing optimal combinatorially rigid graphs based on the Henneberg construction [9] is explored, from a static framework perspective. Finally, the most closely related work to this paper is [10] , where a continuous gradient control for maintaining infinitesimal rigidity (as opposed to combinatorial rigidity) is proposed that applies the notion of a rigidity eigenvalue, although without decentralization.
In contrast to previous work, we propose a distributed rigidity controller that preserves the combinatorial rigidity of a dynamic network topology in the plane, through mobility control. Our motivation rests on the notion that rigidity is a generic R. K. Williams and G. S. Sukhatme are with the Departments of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA (rkwillia@usc.edu; gaurav@usc.edu).
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property of a network topology [11] , eliminating the need to examine all possible realizations. Thus we require rigidity control only during transitions in network topology, resulting in a solution that yields guaranteed generic rigidity (with direct applicability, as in [3] ), infinitesimal rigidity in almost all realizations [11] , and by-construction complexity and robustness advantages due to non-continuous operation. Local link addition and deletion rules are proposed that preserve combinatorial rigidity by exploiting neighbor-wise communication. The pebble game algorithm [6] for testing generic rigidity is applied to local subgraphs in the region of link propositions to determine changes in topology that preserve rigidity. It is shown that local redundancy of a link in some subgraph is sufficient for redundancy in the entire network, and thus applying minimal communication, and computation that scales like O(n 2 ), the generic topological rigidity of a network can be preserved. The discrimination of links in the network is accomplished in a distributed manner by applying the framework proposed by Williams and Sukhatme in [12] , termed constrained spatial interaction.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a system of n mobile agents operating over R m each having single integrator dynamicṡ
where x i (t), u i (t) ∈ R m are the position and the velocity control input for an agent i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} at time t ∈ R + , respectively. The aggregate position of the system is then given by x = [x 1 , . . . , x n ] T ∈ R mn , the stacked vector of agent positions. We consider here the case of planar operation, m = 2, noting that an extension to m > 2 is the focus of future work. It is assumed that the agents can intercommunicate in a proximitylimited way, inducing interactions (topology) of a time varying nature. Specifically, letting d ij x ij x i − x j denote the distance between agents i and j, and (i, j) a link between connected agents, the spatial neighborhood of each agent is partitioned by defining concentric radii ρ 2 > ρ 1 > ρ 0 as in Fig. 2 , where we refer to ρ 2 , ρ 1 , ρ 0 as the interaction, connection, and collision avoidance radii, respectively. The radii introduce a hysteresis in interaction by assuming that links (i, j) are established only after d ij ≤ ρ 1 , with link loss then occurring when d ij > ρ 2 , generating the annulus of ρ 2 − ρ 1 where decisions on link additions and deletions are made.
The assumed spatial interaction model is formalized by the undirected dynamic graph, G = (V, E), with vertices (nodes) V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } indexed by I (the agents), and edges with switching signals [13] :
where (i, i) / ∈ E (no self-loops) and (i, j) ∈ E ⇔ (j, i) ∈ E (symmetry) hold for all i, j ∈ V. Again, notice that the spatial interaction radii, coupled with switching action (2) induces a lag in transitions of G, a feature that is vital in constructing mobility that respects topological constraints (Section II-A). Nodes with (i, j) ∈ E are called neighbors and the neighbor set for an agent i is denoted N i = {j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E}. Finally, the framework, F x (G, p), associated with the multi-agent system is the graph G together with the mapping p(i) = x i , ∀ i ∈ I, which assigns to each node the position of the associated agent in R m , that is a realization of graph G. We are interested specifically in the rigidity properties of the framework F x , that is whether or not the framework can flex while preserving edge lengths. To begin, consider an infinitesimal motion of the framework F x , that is the assignment of velocities u i to the vertices v i of G such that edge lengths d ij are preserved. A finite flexing of F x is a family of realizations of G, parameterized by t, such that x i is differentiable for all t and the edge lengths (or inter-agent distances) d ij remain constant for every (i, j) ∈ E. Translations and rotations of R m clearly preserve edge lengths and are referred to as trivial finite flexings. If the framework F x has infinitesimal motions that are only trivial flexings it is called infinitesimally rigid. Otherwise, the framework is infinitesimally flexible.
In determining and controlling the rigidity of the framework F x over time, one could continuously check infinitesimal rigidity and take suitable action towards preservation, as is explored in [10] . However, in [11] it is shown that almost all realizations of G are either infinitesimally rigid or flexible, indicating that rigidity can be approached generically, by examining the underlying graph G. Such a combinatorial characterization of graph rigidity in the plane was first described by Laman in [14] , and is summarized as follows:
Theorem 2.1 (Graph rigidity, [14] ): A graph G = (V, E) over realizations in R 2 having n ≥ 2 nodes is rigid if and only if there exists a subsetĒ ⊆ E consisting of |Ē| = 2n − 3 edges satisfying the property that for any non-empty subsetÊ ⊆Ē, we have |Ê| ≤ 2k − 3, where k is the number of nodes in V that are endpoints of (i, j) ∈Ê. We call the graphḠ = (V,Ē) a Laman subgraph of G.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that any rigid graph in the plane must then have |E| ≥ 2n − 3 edges, where equality holds for minimally rigid graphs. Notice that Laman's theorem places restrictions on the network edges, thus we must only evaluate the Laman conditions during transitions in G. When compared to continuum methods such as [10] , exploiting Theorem 2.1 in rigidity control yields a fundamentally more efficient and robust solution, as continuous computation and communication resources are not required for implementation. Such insights motivate the problem investigated in this work:
Problem 1 (Graph rigidity control): Given an initial rigid graph G(0) associated with agents having dynamics (1), design velocity controls u i (t) such that G(t) is rigid for all t > 0.
In solving Problem 1 we will therefore require knowledge of the impact of each edge on the rigidity of graph G, which is captured in the notion of edge independence, a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1:
is independent if and only if removing (i, j) from E makes graph G non-rigid. Otherwise, (i, j) is called redundant. In terms of the Laman conditions, we have that the edges (i, j) ∈ E are independent in R 2 if and only if no subgraphḠ = (V,Ē) has |Ē| > 2|V| − 3.
The above conditions imply that all rigid graphs have 2n − 3 independent edges, precisely members of a Laman subgraph (see Fig. 1 for the various embodiments of rigidity). The solution to Problem 1 is now apparent: we simply disallow transitions (switches) in G that correspond to the removal of independent links, implying the preservation of graph rigidity.
A. Constrained Spatial Interaction
In order to control network links and ultimately graph rigidity, we exploit the constrained interaction framework proposed by Williams and Sukhatme in [12] , with a brief overview given here for brevity. As opposed to switching links directly to control network topology, the constrained interaction framework acts through hysteresis (2) to regulate links spatially with simple application of attraction and repulsion to retain established links or reject new links with respect to topological constraints (c.f. Fig. 2 ). Define the discernment region x ij ∈ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ], where agent i decides relative to system constraints (rigidity) whether agent j is a candidate for link addition (j / ∈ N i ) or deletion (j ∈ N i ), or if agent j should be attracted (retain (i, j) ∈ E) or repelled (deny (i, j) / ∈ E). To execute such decisions with hysteresis, constraint satisfying transitions in topology are determined preemptively, i.e. before the change in topology occurs, allowing spatial actions to effectively regulate topology. Specifically, define predicates for link addition and deletion, P a ij , P d ij : V × V → {0, 1}, activated at ρ 2 and ρ 1 , respectively, that indicate constraint violations if the link (i, j) were allowed to be either created or destroyed, i.e. x ij transits ρ 1 or ρ 2 . The predicates designate for the ith agent the membership of nearby agents j in discernment sets, i.e. link addition and deletion candidate sets C [12] can now be stated as follows: Theorem 2.2 (Constraint satisfaction, [12] ): Consider the multi-agent system (1) starting from feasible initial condition x ∈ R mn | P = 1, with constraint predicate P : G n → {0, 1} indicating constraint satisfaction over the space of undirected graphs with n nodes G n . Further, assume predicates P a ij and P d ij are constructed according to Assumption 1 below, with switching as in Fig. 3 . Then the network constraints are satisfied for the trajectories of the closed-loop switching system. The Lyapunov arguments that underlie Theorem 2.2 leverage a fundamental assumption on the construction of P a ij and P d ij , which requires first the notion of a worst-case graph, a requirement due to the hysteresis in agent interaction and decisioning: Definition 2.2 (Worst-case graph): Assume we have a topological constraint P, and a known space of reachable topologies G C (t) in which the network graph must lie,
Finally, the predicates must be constructed along the following restrictions:
Assumption 1 (Preemption, [12] , [15] ): By construction, transitions in G(t) due to link addition or deletion occur over only candidate links, i.e. new communication links to be added to N i must first be members of C a i and deleted links, that is those removed from N i , must first be members of C d i as in Fig. 3 . Thus, at time t, C a i (t), C d i (t), and G(t) define the space Fig. 3 . Discernment set switching for constrained spatial interaction, including signals and switching states for link addition and deletion.
of reachable network topologies, G C (t) ⊂ G n . If in G C we can identify a worst-case graph, we can choose P a ij and P (and by extension, the candidates) such that P(G w ) = 1, which implies that P(G) = 1, ∀ G ∈ G C , and the network constraints are satisfied. The above assumption dictates that predicates P a ij and P d ij preemptively determine the worst-case topology with respect to network constraints and proposed link (i, j), only allowing transitions in G w that are constraint satisfying.We now possess the tools necessary to solve Problem 1, specifically we must equip each agent with predicates P a ij and P d ij that satisfy Assumption 1 in terms of a graph rigidity constraint, or equivalently, disallow the removal of independent edges in the graph.
III. PREDICATES FOR RIGIDITY PRESERVATION
Determining an independent edge set over G is clearly a global operation, yet we aim to define a distributed method with minimal communication load. Thus, we propose here a local method for discerning links in the graph by applying redundancy in subgraphs containing discerned links (i, j). Notice first that the Laman conditions, while elegant, exhibit exponential complexity when applied directly. Conveniently, many works have discovered polynomial time algorithms for combinatorial rigidity; for its simplistic appeal, we cite here the pebble game proposed by Jacobs and Hendrickson in [6] , which can determine graph rigidity with worst case complexity O(n 2 ), generating in the case of a rigid graph, a set of 2n − 3 independent edges through incremental application of Definition 2.1. In determining edge independence, we will therefore assume that each agent can apply efficiently the pebble game algorithm. Now, we need to understand how local knowledge of edge redundancy influences the rigidity of the entire network graph. The simple case of a minimally rigid graph is a direct consequence of the Laman conditions: in G there exists a single Laman subgraph, G itself, and thus in every subgraphḠ we must have |Ē| ≤ 2|V| − 3, requiring that every edge (i, j) ∈Ē is independent inḠ. Thus, in the context of a minimally rigid graph, a local rule exploiting edge redundancy will properly preserve rigidity. We extend such reasoning for the case of non-minimally rigid graphs where there must exist redundant edges. Specifically, we are interested in the global implications of redundant edges identified in local subgraphs:
Lemma 3.1 (Local redundancy): Assume graph G = (V, E) is non-minimally rigid in R 2 and consider a subgraphḠ = (V,Ē) ⊆ G having an edge (i, j) ∈Ē that is redundant with respect toḠ. Then, there must exist a Laman subgraph S = (V, E s ) ⊂ G such that (i, j) / ∈ E s . Proof: This is again a consequence of Theorem 2.1, and we can provide a reasoning that relates well to our application of the pebble game in revealing independent edges. Clearly we have that the order of edge consideration for independence (i.e. applications of Definition 2.1) is irrelevant under the assumption that all edges are considered (specifically as edges in the independent edge set are mutually independent by Definition 2.1). As G is rigid we know for any such ordering we must find 2n − 3 independent edges, members of a Laman subgraph S = (V, E s ) ⊂ G. Denote bȳ S = (V,Ē s ) a Laman subgraph ofḠ, with (i, j) / ∈Ē s by definition. Now consider a specific independence check ordering, where we begin by considering first every
, leaving then (i, j) for the final independence consideration. As we know all (k, l) ∈Ē s are independent by definition, we haveĒ s ⊂ E s by the consideration ordering. As (i, j) is redundant againstĒ s it follows that (i, j) / ∈ E s as then there would exist a subgraph in S that violates Definition 2.1. Thus, we have identified a Laman subgraph of G of which (i, j) is not a member, and the result follows.
Equivalently Lemma 3.1 implies that edge (i, j) is redundant with respect to G and thus the graph G −e = (V, E − (i, j)) is rigid. Such a conclusion allows us then to gain insight into the impact of arbitrary links on the rigidity of the graph by inspecting only local subgraphs of our choosing. This is powerful in the context of the constrained interaction framework (Section II-A) as we now can define predicates that preserve independent links in the network (or equivalently, allow the removal of redundant links), and guarantee dynamic rigidity maintenance. First, in order to comply with the predicate construction requirements of Assumption 1, we require a worst-case graph G w , with respect to
corresponding to the graph G with all candidates for deletion removed (as addition candidates are not yet links, such links are also not present in G w ). Defining function f r (G) : G n → {0, 1} representing the rigidity of a graph G, we then have the following result:
Lemma 3.2 (Worst-case rigid graph): Consider a graph G = (V, E) with an associated worst-case graph G w = (V, E w ) defined as in (3) . It follows that if f r (G w ) = 1, then f r (G) = 1 for all G ∈ G C , the space of reachable topologies over
Proof: Notice that as all deletion candidate links are removed from G w , there exist no further edges that can be removed from G as topological transitions can only occur over candidate links (c.f. Fig. 3) . Thus, from G w we can construct any G ∈ G C through link addition, that is we simply add deletion candidates or addition candidates to G w to form all possible combinations. Thus, assuming f r (G w ) = 1 and noting that link addition preserves graph rigidity, it follows that f r (G) = 1, ∀ G ∈ G C , our desired result.
We can now leverage Lemma 3.2 in conjunction with Lemma 3.1 to generate distributed predicates for rigidity preservation. Considering the proposition of the addition or deletion of link (i, j) ∈ E, we construct a local worst-case subgraph G
, where we refer to agent i as the discerning agent, that is the agent to whom the responsibility has been assigned to determine the independence of link (i, j). Notice that G w ij constitutes 2-hop information from the perspective of agent i, however under the assumption that all agents maintain an updated neighbor set, the construction of G Despite the existence of redundant edges in a network, Lemma 3.3 indicates that a purely local inspection yields no insight into edge redundancy.
We are finally prepared to define our link discernment predicates for dynamic rigidity preservation in the constrained interaction framework. Denoting f red ((i, j), G) : V × V → {0, 1} as the function indicating the redundancy of a link (i, j) with respect to graph G, we have link deletion predicate
discerning links relative to the local worst-case graphs, and link addition predicate
allowing all link additions as they preserve graph rigidity. Our primary conclusion concerning dynamic graph rigidity preservation can now be stated: Theorem 3.1 (Rigidity preservation): Consider the multiagent system defined by dynamics (1), with control inputs driven by the switching behavior depicted in Fig. 3 , and starting from a feasible initial condition, where our assumed constraint is P(G) f r (G), implying that the initial graph G(0) is rigid. Further, assume that P a ij and P d ij are defined as in (5), (6) . Then for all t > 0, we have P(G(t)) = 1 and graph rigidity is maintained.
Proof: Assuming trivially that we have
and thus f r (G w (0)) = 1. Now, consider the possible transitions in G w that can occur due to switching as in Fig. 3 . We have two cases to consider, either current members of j ∈ C
respectively. The first case is trivial as lost members j ∈ C a i were not members of G w and thus no transition occurs, while lost members j ∈ C
As all conditions of Theorem 2.2 have been satisfied, we can then conclude that P(G(t)) f r (G(t)) = 1 for all t > 0, our desired result.
From the above result we thus arrive at a distributed controller for combinatorial rigidity preservation in mobile networks, when interaction is proximity-limited. . Most importantly, our controller requires communication and computation only during proposed transitions in the network topology, not continuous operation as in [10] .
A. Local Conservatism and Extensions
To conclude, we provide a brief discussion of the tradeoffs involved in applying a local rigidity control rule, and a consensus-based extension to allow the discernment of links relative to the entire network. In applying deletion predicate (5) over local subgraph G possibilities for subgraphs with redundancy. As discussed by Remark 3.1 such conservatism trades off with minimal local communication and computation that scales well in n. Thus in rigid networks with localized redundancy, our proposed rule will uncover edge redundancy without a full network inquiry, becoming conservative only near the boundary of minimal rigidity (confirmed in Section IV).
If there are cases where the conservatism of a local check is undesirable, we can simply expand the checked subgraphs by applying consensus to generate G w instead of G w ij . For convenience, consider the adjacency matrix A(t) ∈ {0, 1} n×n having symmetric elements a ij (t) = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E(t) and a ij (t) = 0 otherwise. Further, we can collect the can-
n×n , having elements w ij = 1 if j ∈ C a i and y ij = 1 if j ∈ C d i , respectively. Now, inspired by previous work [15] , [16] , the network can perform the following consensus iteration (per agent i):
where each agent i initializes A i (0), W i (0), Y i (0) with their local knowledge only. Assuming G(t) is connected, iterations (7) converge in at most n − 1 steps to
, that is uniformly to the global topology and candidacy state [16] . Now we can construct G w locally for discerning agent i from the matrix A w = A i ⊕ Y i , where ⊕ is the matrix-wise XOR operation, noting that adjacency A w precisely describes the construction (3). Discernment of the redundancy of link (i, j) can then occur over the entire graph G w , eliminating the previously discussed conservative behavior. Of course instead of a single communication with O(n) neighbors, iterations (7) require O(n 2 ) communications in the worst case.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results of our proposed graph rigidity controller. First, to verify the technical contributions of Section III, we randomly generated 1000 rigid graphs with n ∈ [4, 20] uniformly. For each graph, we then applied our local redundancy rule and the consensus-based extension to every edge in the graph, determining if an edge could be removed and preserve rigidity, comparing the decision to the known redundancy of each edge. To demonstrate complexity, we compared the average computation time (in milliseconds) for the local rule (5) and the consensus-based extension (7) versus network size n, as depicted in Fig. 5 . We see that the local rule fairs better in computation (top) as the network size increases, as local checks become less likely to be global (due to increasing network diameter). Further, the local rule vastly outperforms the consensus-based rule in communication as is clear by Fig. 5 (bottom, measured in total inter-agent messages). Overall, in our simulations the local rule and consensus extension exhibited O(n 1.007 ) vs. O(n 1.065 ) computation scaling, respectively, and O(n 0.7212 ) vs. O(n 2.022 ) communication scaling, respectively.
To demonstrate how the complexity advantages of the local rule tradeoff with conservative link deletions, we provide the results depicted in Fig. 6 . Specifically, we compared the ratio of known redundant edges to those identified by our local rule (i.e. 1 implies least conservative, 0 implies most conservative), to the network redundancy ratio, that is (|E| − 2n + 3)/(n(n − 1)/2 − 2n + 3), the ratio of redundant edges to total possible redundant edges (i.e. 1 implies most redundant, 0 implies minimally rigid). We see immediately that near the region of minimally rigid graphs, the local rule becomes conservative in link deletions, as locally redundant subgraphs become less likely. However, such conservatism recovers quickly as network redundancy increases, with complete ignorance to redundant links only occurring very near minimal rigidity. Thus, the local rigidity controller allows topologies with near-optimal redundancy, with complexity that has demonstrated near-linear scaling. Finally, we refer the reader to link for a video of our methods in the Player/Stage environment.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed local rules for link addition and deletion that guaranteed the preservation of rigidity of a dy- namic network graph through agent mobility. It was proven that local link redundancy is sufficient for global redundancy in preserving graph rigidity, and the tradeoffs of applying a localized rule were explored, together with a simple consensusbased extension. Directions for future work include extensions to global rigidity for further applications in localization, methods for control in m = 3 dimensions, and fusing graph rigidity with continuous control of algebraic independence to enhance the current state of infinitesimal rigidity control.
